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The annual Bayreuth opera festival has returned after a one-year break forced by the coronavirus pandemic, with a woman conducting for the first time in the 145-year history of the event. Oksana Lyniv ...
Bayreuth's Wagner festival opens with 1st female conductor
Richard Wagner is one of the most controversial figures in Western cultural history. He revolutionized not only opera but the very concept of art, and his works and ideas have had an immeasurable ...
The Cambridge Wagner Encyclopedia
Ernest Chausson s Le Roi Arthus, with its fragile promise of renewal, is coming to the Bard SummerScape festival.
A King Arthur Rarity Is an Apt Way to Return to the Opera
In correspondence and conversation, James Joyce kept himself aloof from his age, and denigrated recent art and thought at almost every opportunity. 'In the last two hundred years,' he declared, 'we ...
Joyce and Wagner
Lyric Opera of Chicago announced today that registration is now open to secure a free link to screen the film of the critically acclaimed and sold-out presentation of Twilight: Gods ̶ a radical ...
Lyric Opera Of Chicago Presents TWILIGHT: GODS ON FILM
It was women s night in Bayreuth: after her debut at the premiere of the new production at the Richard Wagner Festival on Sunday evening, the conductor Oksana Lyniv was enthusiastically celebrated ...
Kick-off in Bayreuth: the Wagner Festival has started
Superb singers and a clear production make a strong case for Ernest Chausson

s seldom heard

Le Roi Arthus.

By Anthony Tommasini ANNANDALE-ON-HUDSON, N.Y. ̶ It took just two words over the ...

Review: To a Rare King Arthur Opera, Bard Says Welcome Back
Opera Santa Barbara s Das Rheingold at the Lobero Theatre on Sunday was a perfectly enchanting reentry performance for live music indoors in Santa Barbara. Challenging, beautifully designed and ...
Opera Santa Barbara s Das Rheingold Comes to the Lobero
That was very unusual in the 19th Century. "In his operas Wagner went on to create other women like this, women who are gradually being emancipated, who are acting on their own." She said it was ...
Female conductor takes baton at Germany's Bayreuth Festival for first time in 145 years
Owens was featured in Pittsburgh Festival Opera s Wicked Wagner Weekend, a 2020 digital mini-festival of performances from nine Richard Wagner operas.

She is one of the foremost ...

Pittsburgh Festival Opera concert series to host contemporary opera legends
Nevertheless, in purely musical terms, Wagner's achievements are undeniable and his operas figure in the standard repertoire of houses around the world. bur-fec/pbr The Barron's news department ...
Barron's
Nevertheless, in purely musical terms, Wagner's achievements are undeniable and his operas figure in the standard repertoire of houses around the world.
Lyniv becomes first woman conductor at Bayreuth Festival
But there s an interesting caveat to his bigotry that s worth noting. When his final opera, Parsifal, was ready for production, Wagner carefully surveyed the list of capable conductors (not including ...
That Foxy Wagner
Opera-loving chancellor Angela Merkel will attend Sunday

s opening of this year

s Wagner festival in Bayreuth where, for the first time, a woman will conduct from the pit. After 145 years and ...

Female conductor takes the baton at Bayreuth festival
Last modified on Tue 20 Jul 2021 15.10 EDT Though the leading opera director Sir Graham Vick, who has died aged 67 from complications of Covid-19, worked on many of the world
Sir Graham Vick obituary
Oksana Lyniv won enthusiastic applause after conducting Richard Wagner

s Flying Dutchman as the festival returned with coronavirus restrictions.

Bayreuth opera festival returns with first woman conductor calling the tune
It is still unclear when the company will return to performances, but chief executive Rory Jeffes said he was hopeful the production of Wagner

s Ring Cycle at Brisbane
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s most prestigious ...

s Queensland Performing Arts ...

